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FOUNDER’S MESSAGE

In 2008/09, it was very disturbing to see the youth with 
so much pent-up anger in Kashmir, much of which was 
‘following the masses” without knowing why. Disturbed 
by these stone-throwing incidents, it triggered us to try 
to do something to prevent the youth from becoming the 
feed of  anti-national elements. The initiative has touched 
the lives of around 500 people, who now see India as 

their motherland. Our initial focus was to support the 
students from troubled areas of the country and get them 
into the mainstream.

This is how Kakini Building Humanity was born. Today, 
the trust has enlarged its vision to serve the country in 
various other humanitarian crises whenever the call to 
service arises.

“I often wondered why somebody doesn’t do 
something about the pain and misery around. Then 
I realized we can be that somebody, hence Kakini 
building humanity took shape.”

CDR SANJAY KAUL, FOUNDER
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ABOUT THE TRUST

Kakini, with a motto to “build India—build humanity,” 
embarked on a target to reach out to a large pool 
of children in rural India, specifically from the strife-
torn regions of the country, to provide them access to 
quality education. They are inspired to dream big and 
instilled with a passion to strive relentlessly.

Imparting the right kind of counselling, the children 
are infused with confidence to challenge the best. 
Beginning in 2010 with 45 children, today, the trust 
has enlarged its vision to serve the country in multiple 

dimensions, including education, healthcare, life skills, 
disaster management, etc.

To educate and empower children and youth to 
lead a more dignified life with special emphasis 
on physical, mental and social well-being.

सससससससससससससMISSION

We aim to create a future in which every child 

will be provided with all the necessities that are 

essential for them, irrespective of their social 

background. We aspire for a better future with a 

focus on Nation building while using the resources 

in the best way possible.

VISION
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EDUCATION
A self-run school for underprivileged students is established to prepare the children with the academic and 

practical skills necessary to breakthrough in the entrance examinations required for top government posi-

tions. We help students with their admissions to higher education by sponsoring their education. The follow-

ing activities are conducted on a regular basis to equip children with the right kind of education & resources:

> Career Counselling

> Distribution of Books

> Preparation of Children for Examination

The Year 2019-2020
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SPORTS 
Kakini has been been working silently in the earstwhile state of Jammu and Kashmir and has transformed 

many lives. It was always its agenda to engage youth of the UT in nation building activities. Inculcating team 

work among children from remote regions, we conducted activities like

> River Rafting

> Tracking to Uttrakhand

> Commenced street football project in Jammu and Kashmir.

> Distributed sports goods

> Sponsored sports festival at Jagati, where more than 500 participants took part in various sports items

> Visit of tribal children to Rashtrapati Bhavan

> Visit of Tribal children to Indian Military Academy, Dehradun 

The Year 2019-2020
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HEALTHCARE
Kakini conducts free medical camps, checkups and other vaccination drives across India. We believe that 

getting the appropriate kind of health checkup is vital for every human being and while considering it, some 

important factors like age, lifestyle, family background, and risks are taken into account. We have organised 

various medical camps at different locations, including

> Medical Camps at Jammu, Nagrota, Rajori

> Gujar Bakarwal area , Bafliaz on Mughal Road

 > Yari poora in South Kashmir, Ramnagri – Shopian

The Year 2019-2020
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With four medical specialists, we organise medical camps solely to serve humanity by taking care of sick 

children and adults and giving them healthcare services for free. We also distribute medicines to the 

needy.

The Year 2019-2020
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S.NO MONTH EVENT

1 JAN
Launched  awareness about adventure sports among youth in the state of Karnataka endorsed 

by ministry of Tourism and Skyriders.

2 FEB

Visit to schools for career counselling at Cambridge school and Martin school Delhi

Spread awareness about armed forces in Navovidhalayas in Himachal Pradesh

Selected Gagandeep singh, class 6th student an offspring of a retried spoy from Dhani Kherna 

Rajasthan and took his responsibility for education and all expenditures till class 12

3 MAR Conducted two treks to uttrakhand to invoke the spirit of adventure.

4 APRIL

Visted Bramulla degree college for career counselling and mentorship 

Carried out guest lectures and counselling to students of Cambridge school, Rajouri Garden

Carried out aero sports festival at Mehsana, where more than 20,000 students watched the show 

and got encouraged to think different. This was conducted with the help of Gujarat Govt and 

Skyriders

5 MAY
Review - Medical camps 

Review of patients at above places

6 JUNE

Awareness campaign and involvement of locals in Rohini, Kirit Nagar, Okhla,  in Delhi for 

prevention of water borne diseases

Constructed two toilets with the help of locals at Mehander , near Rajori in Jammu and Kashmir

7 JULY
Conducted yoga for school children, classes and distributed a booklet on yoga for beginers.

Introduction of Yoga and cure of diseases through Yoga to aged at Gurgaon.

8 AUG
Took full responsibility of Old age women , her accommodation, medicines and care. Name 

Somavati. Housed her at personal property in Faridabad , employed at full time care taker for her

9 SEP

Trained Nuhid pasha for dropzone Management and Soujanya for Operational management 

for earning ther livelihood. On completion both have acquired employment and are living a 

respectable life

Medical camps 

Review of patients at Ramnagri – Shopian

Gujar Bakarwal area , Bafliaz on MughaL Road 

Yari poora in South Kashmir

10 OCT

Awareness to children about Gandhi Ji’s works and his vision. Visited schools in and around Delhi 

, Jammu and Kashmir and conducted seminars

Printed more than four hundred books on entrance examinations for defence services and 

distributed to children.

11 NOV

Awareness about Indian Heritage , conducted seminars in st Martin school Rohini .

Celeberated childrens day at Gurgaon and Faridabad . Distributed Discovery of India to various 

children

12 DEC
Seminar on National Integration and Economic Growth, conducted at Shardha Radio Station 

Jammu.

The Year 2019-2020
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KAKINI BUILDING HUMANITY

CONTACT US

ADDRESS
N17 PAL Building, Green Park Extension, New Delhi 110016

EMAIL
kbh@kakini.org

MOBILE
+91-8130419130

WEBSITE
www.kakini.org


